
Letters

Author's reply to Brian Spooner's review of Reinhold Loeffler, Islam in Prac-
tice: Religious Beliefs in a Persian Village, Iranian Studies 29, no. 3-4
(Summer/Fall 1996): 401-406.

Of several distortions in Spooner's review of my book I feel that two need to be
addressed because they involve another scholar's work. First, nowhere do I assert
that Fredrik Barth "states that the Basseri are 'irreligious'," as Spooner states in
his review (403). The citation of his name along with that of Mary Douglas
(page 15 of my book) served to document the evolution of the idea which was
then elaborated on page 245. This section makes it perfectly clear that I do not
attribute the term "irreligious" to Barth. Instead, it is Douglas whom I quote as
using the term. And it is to her conception as well as to Spooner's "godlessness
among nomads"1 that I object. In this objection I am fully supported by Barth
himself, who in a recent conversation assured me that of course he does not con-
sider the Basseri irreligious.

Second, I do not consider Barth's "influence on the field...unfortunate," as
Spooner states in the review (403). Nowhere am I saying anything of the sort,
and to construe such a meaning as a subtext in my discussion of Barth is totally
unwarranted. On the contrary, I applaud Barth's pioneering research among the
Basseri, which inspired a whole generation of anthropologists, including my
wife and me. My objection to what some others have made of his research in no
way warrants the conclusion that I consider his influence unfortunate. Nor must
the subject of my book be taken to imply a slighting of Barth's approach in the
Basseri case. I have myself worked along these lines, as a quotation of my work
in the recent controversy over Barth's Basseri research shows.2

Reinhold Loeffler

Response to Loeffler:

I regret that Loeffler considers my review to contain distortions. I have read the
book carefully, and am taking his words at what seems to me to be their face
value. As I have written, I find much (but of course by no means all) that he
has written about Islam to be at best misleading, sometimes in unfortunate
ways, and in some cases erroneous.

With regard to the two specific points he raises, I have to stand my ground.
I have reread the passages concerned (his pages 15 and 245 and my page 403) and
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